Global Institutes organised the Guest Lecture on Robotics – the Future of Engineers by the eminent Industrialist Dr. Sukhbir Singh, CEO of Lumax Industries, Gurgaon. He was welcomed by the Vice Chairman of the Institutions, Dr Akashdeep Singh, and Director Dr. Rajesh Goel along with Prof. DS Bhambra, Prof. BD Sharma and Col. Sudhir Behal (TPO). Welcoming the Chief Guest, Dr. Akashdeep Singh apprised him of the college activities, specially the Centre of Excellence of ECE & ME Department. He was shown the various projects made by the students and the Robots manufactured. He was very impressed by the projects undertaken by the students and the innovations carried out during the course of their academics. Dr. Rajesh Goel also informed him of the importance of the Industry – Academics interactions and apprised him of the need for the Industrial Sponsored projects.

Dr. Sukhbir Singh spoke at length on the importance of the subject Robotics, basic theory & the components used for making the Robots. He also screened the video film of various Robot made by the Hero Japan. In that Robots film were shown on Human, Animals, Space, Industrial and Sports. He interacted with the students of 3rd and final year of ECE and ME Department. He also impressed upon the need to learn the concepts of the Robots and the future of the Engineers in the mentioned Field.